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About This Game

Set in the fantasy land of Notthatmuchfurther, Talent Not Included tells the story of three monsters: Zordok, Derp, and Kevin,
all three huge fans of slaughter, bloodbaths, and Shakespeare.

One night, as they were bored out of their minds, they decided to put on their own play. Unfortunately, nothing went as
planned…

That’s mostly because Zot, a demonic critic hired for the occasion, chose three mediocre actors with strong personalities, hoping
to sow hell on stage for his own and the public’s amusement.

Break a leg! As you will be playing these actors in hopes of making a nice profit out of your marvelous performance!
Come on! Show's this way!

WHY YOU SHOULD TRY IT OUT
• Theatrical setting

• Absurd humor
• Cylinder-based platforms

• Combat galore
• Local co-op
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As much like MegaMan as this game may be, it is still way too ♥♥♥♥ing hard
which would be fine if it was the "challenging but rewarding" kind of "hard," this is more like the "how the ♥♥♥♥ do they
expect me to do this♥♥♥♥♥♥!" kind of "hard"
and when you finally beat one of the cheap♥♥♥♥♥cheating bosses, the game decides to add a ranking system, just to kill your
enthusiasm by saying "you finally did it, huh? yeah, well, you still suck". Reasons that I'm not recommending this game:

1. The story is poorly written to the point where it might have been a stronger game with only exploration and no story at all.
The characters have no personality at all, they don't even have names.

2. The puzzles are mostly okay, but nothing very special. Most of the difficulty seems to lie in realising that you have to do some
things that other games do not require. For example, when opening a locked hatch you have to realise you not only need to use
the key, but also click on the lock afterwards, not the hatch, to move it away, and then click on the hatch.

3. Similar to Nr.2, but infuriating enough to deserve it's own point: who makes a game with two core mechanics (clicking or
using items on something) and then expects the player to realise at one of the last puzzles that you need slide a freaking door out
of the way? Not click, slide. Wanna have a drag item mechanic? Sure, why not, but then introduce it early and\/or in such a way
that the player realises this is even an option.

4. I finished it, but I can't say I enjoyed it much. The beginning was okay and it mostly looks nice, but the atmosphere and the
satisfaction of solving puzzles was not there.. very good game indeed i almost like it as much as the orignal yourself fitness. If
this game was free, I might've felt better about playing it. I thankfully got it on sale for very cheap, but I'm still unquestionably
disappointed. After one playthrough, anyone would be able to notice that this game has many, many faults. Pretty unforgivable
faults, especially since it's so expensive (relative to the quality, that is): Bland textures and animations, dull, boring
gameplay, and a silly, confusing storyline. The developers made the mistake of substituting true, engaging gameplay
moments--quests, fights, anything--for easy-to-implement, overdone bloat. I'm talkin' fetch quests, more or less forced
grinding, and unintuitive mechanics. I think there was a very small few fun moments, but... they aren't even remotely
as abundant as the bland moments. On top of all this, this game's ending is... awful. Just awful. It's honestly, sincerely
pathetic. Like, if you're a game developer or wish to become one, I'd recommend you play this game just to see the
ending find footage of the ending and see a perfect example of how NOT to end a game. An abysmal ending on top of
an already mostly mediocre game? Sounds like rubbish to me.

It's sad, too, because I really wanted to like it. An under-the-radar RPG with a Greek mythological setting? Yes, please!
Unfortunately, this did not deliver. At all. Stay away from this.. i was around when I first saw this game come out, but I
couldn't buy it yet because I didn't have a good PC for awhile. I waited years to buy this game and when I got it, it
looked amazing. I started playing it then realized this game sucks. I CANNOT recommend this game to anyone, do not
buy it. pretty awesome and fun game for the price
. Solid little game!
As a fan of old school point-and-click adventure games I was very excited for this release, and I have to say I did have a
lot of fun with this game.

The basic plot is that you are taking part in the King's Challenge and must locate the Queen who has hidden
somewhere in the Kingdom.
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The controls are quite simple; only left and right click (use and examine). No text commands, but there is the lute
interface which works well and is the "unique selling point" of the game, as it were. While the puzzles are easier than
I've become accustomed to for this genre, they are not trivial by any means.
The art and music are beautiful and the characters and environment are really well done. Considering everything is
hand-drawn pixel art, the kingdom and forest are pretty extensive. The voice acting was a really nice addition and I
also appreciated having the option to skip ahead if you've read faster than them.

The game has a lot of unique touches and personality to it. While the adventure is fairly short and contained only to
one setting, there is plenty of detail within which still gives the player a rich experience.
There is humour in it too; I liked the running gag where you kept bumping into the two women trying to befriend the
gnome who wasn't having any of it. Really amusing.

My main gripe with the game is how "bare bones" it still felt with regards to the amount of interaction available other
than that which was needed to continue the plot. This could just be that I'm used to having text commands available
though, and they did the best they could with the two click system. There are also a couple of bugs (at the time of
writing this) such as some conversation trees still being available when you'd already progressed past that part of the
game. This was a little jarring although nothing game-breaking.
On the other hand the forest and swamp are large enough that you have a lot of area to just walk around, explore and
try things out. Did I mention it's really beautiful?

Overall this was a very enjoyable game with lots of personality and a nice story, despite being quite short and small-
world.
It was extremely good value for the price paid (£6.99) and I will probably get the next episodes when they come out.
Would recommend to fans of the genre.. A fun challenging sim game. Learning abou the wine making process is very
interesting also.. It's ok.

It's pretty easy and lacks a lot of what makes games of this type memorable - humour or a compelling story. The voice
acting is ok, aside from the narrator, but suffers from the same issues as Quest for Infamy, which is poor audio quality
that really clashes with the quality of the graphical art which is outstanding. At least the lip smacking is gone but some
of it sounds like it was recorded on a $10 microphone while other sound clips are crystal clear. All of that would be
minor if the story were excellent.

I hope the next installment is better, but the ending of the first one didn't leave me terribly excited for it.
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Enjoying this game - it's got some really great ideas. The spells work really well, and the enviroment is a good mix of creepy and
involving. It's not too scary, but expect to jump a bit and panic when the bad guys start shuffling towards you!
Also uses room-scale well, as you have to crouch to get through narrow gaps which adds to the immersion.

It's the first game on the Vive which actually feels like a 'proper' game, with progression, rather than the normal 'set-a-score,
then-try-and-beat-that-score' which is very common on VR at the moment.

It's early access at the moment, but I'm enjoying it.
Recommended.

For info, it works perfectly on my R9 290, which is at the lower end of Vive requirements.. Rarely do you find a game that
makes you think beyond the usual "GOD MY TEAMMATES SUCK" and "WTF LAG".

This certainly does.

Excellent Sudoku-style puzzler.

10\/10. Love It, Wind ya neck in lad!. its like subnautica in space but kinda gay. I was looking for a classic Dungeon Crawler
video game like Legend of Grimrock or more recently Vaporum, but unfortunately, this game is a disappointment and suffers
from big Game Design problems in my opinion.

For examples:
- You get damages if you move around an enemy because it's considered a flee.
- Healers mana goes down extremely fast in fight because of massive damage inflicted on the group, and the game clearly does
not provide enough potions.
- It's impossible to resurrect a member of the group without the priest's resurrection spell that is obtained at high level, so if a
companion dies you are condemned for the rest of the game.

I'm currently at the level of the crypt and I'm simply stuck because I can't kite the enemies that attack me at the same time, and I
have no more potions, so my save is obsolete: it's frustrating!

I can't recommend the game.. Kingdoms CCG looks simple on the surface but rates high in strategy. It is simple to learn and a
good deal of fun, but a good strategy will take time to develop (or you could just youtube it) and the right cards to pull off. This
is where a lot of players might be iffy on the game, as getting those cards freely isn't easy. The game has a huge campaign (huge
for trading card games) that has daily and hourly rewards, gives lots of nice cards, and is very challenging towards the end. By
the time you finish it you should have a decent core deck and be working on the expansions. The expansion cards themselves are
not more powerful than the core cards, they simply open up more and different strategies, so the power creep isn't as bad here as
it is in other TCG games and new players will only be behind in terms of the options they will have immediately availble to them
(a still considerable amount in my opinion)

Alot of the negative reveiws for this game stem from the P2W argument and the FB Game style energy requirement. As for the
P2W argument, I simply don't understand where its coming from, and I've played a lot of actual P2W games. The latest
expansions do require premium currency (diamonds) instead of gold, but premium currencty can be aquried each day through
daily events. As with most F2P games, almost every card in the library (and there are a lot) can be aquried with time, patience,
and a bit of grinding. If you don't like grinding (understandable) there are also free tournaments and guild play, both of which
have coin rewards and the tournaments reward free tickets, which allow you access into the tournaments that give cards and
diamonds for rewards. As for the cards that can't be aquired this way, they are usually event and tournament rewards. There is
VIP system in place if you do wish to spend money, but none of the cards they give are more "instant game winners" than many
of the combinations and cards you can easily set up and aquire for free.

As for the energy issue, upon writing this the devs have already stated it will be removed for campaign progression. It is also not
neccessary AT ALL for arena, tournaments, and guild based play. The only place it will still be required is picking up the
freebies and crafting items that reset daily on the campaign map and for griding old campaign nodes if you don't want to play
for gold in guilds or the arena.
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Thus far the development team has been very active, and the prospects look fairly bright for a 2yr old card game. Should
anything change drastically I will update this review, but if you like TCG and have some time to kill, this game is definitly worth
taking a look at.

EDIT: After half a year things have only gotten MUCH BETTER for this game. Those marking it down arn't really giving it a
chance at all. Many of the old arena and guild systems that caused some issue are being revamped. GANZ has released 2 new,
game changing sets (with a third on it's way shortly). Older cards have actually been rebalanced to make them either playable, or
to reign in some of the OP nonsense that pushed many newer players away. And deck building is going to be revamped to
encourage more balanced and tactically based decks, dealing with the no.1 complaint of some competitive decks being nothing
but a mash up of the highest curved cards. Some issues remain from the time ANTIC ran this game, but everything is looking up
and it should definitely be given a fair chance.. nothing like a good as banner saga. Repetitive combat and trading. Uninvolving
story. Combat and Haggling AI is awful, it actually makes worse than random choices.. Love this style of game! reminds me of
the ad&d 1st edition play style. I find difficult for it to be a perk, its more better either in gun loadout or a startagem call
eitherway, the guns itself are fun to use, but not being a perk. Thumbs up because there is no meh rating.

In theory, its a neat idea - X-COM meets Call of Cthulhu. Meets Nazis. And initially, that's a lot of fun - there are plenty of the
nasty Natsi to gun down, in increasingly wierd occult configurations. That's even better because there were actual occult Nazis,
the Thule - although even here the game falls slightly short, as all the Germans speak Nazi Movie Villian. I'm surprised one of
them didnt say "ve have vays of makingk you talk"

But the biggest disappointment comes with the mythos monster. Yes. Monster. Singular. A monster surge in the chateau, oh, and
its the same one. Again. I kept waiting and waiting throughout the game for something new and interesting, and I reached a
point where oh, another one. Supported by another squad of wizard fascists.

This meant that by the end boss, I was mostly bored - and the end boss itself was something out of a 90's arcade side-scroller.
One big, weird variant of the level bosses, with hit locations you have to murder, and all the bads the engine can put on your
screen at once.

Got it on sale, it killed time. It just didnt kill anything more interesting than time. Get it if you're bored with X-COM, CoH, and
Silent Storm.
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